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The Menu of Potato Corner from Arlington contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay for
a dish / drink about $5.8. What Larry McLaughlin likes about Potato Corner:

Serve yourself, seconds and thirds even! The food here is delicious and hot!. Great place to get a authentic
Eastern Mediterranean meal. Hosts are friendly and helpful. The low atmosphere score is warranted by the
feeling of uncleanliness. The seating area needs a good scrubbing. Tables are sticky and the floor needs

mopped, in my opin. Really good Mediterranean! read more. In nice weather you can even have something in
the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces also come customers with wheelchairs or physiological

limitations. What some guy doesn't like about Potato Corner:
1. Food was normal, nothing extraordinary.2. The gentleman was very nice, but we really bussed our own

tables.3. What really got me was when I paid cash (as I normally do for small local businesses to save the card
processing fees), is that he rang up the food, then he added tax, and then asked for the customary tip. Once I

paid and as I was about to walk out, he cleared out the transaction (as in not complete it, but clear it out).I used
to run my own businesses and know exactly what that implicates which is between him and the IRS, but don't

charge me tip on top of tax, especially if there was no real service provided other than a transaction at the
register. A visit to Potato Corner becomes even more rewarding due to the comprehensive selection of coffee

and tea specialties, guests often choose the fine, fluffy flatbread, which is perfect for dipping into the own
hummus or a creamy yogurt dip; the captivating connection of figs and goat cheese undeniably also belongs to
the best dishes of the multifaceted Middle Eastern cuisine. Would you rather enjoy the food in your own four
walls or on a special occasion like a celebration? Thanks to the in-house catering, that's no problem, Easily

digestible Mediterranean dishes are also on the menu.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB $5.0

Orienta� dishe�
SHISH TAWOOK $5.0

P�z�
SHAWARMA $5.0

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER $5.0

Wrap�
FALAFEL WRAP $3.0

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Lunc�
DAILY LUNCH BUFFET $12.0

Grillsp�ialitäte� vo�
Tandoor
LAMB TIKKA $6.0

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Ho� drink�
HOT TEA

TEA

Ingredient� Use�
CARROTS

CUCUMBER

TRAVEL

BEEF

CHICKEN
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